Purchase Manager
Sicoya is a technology leader in silicon photonics based interconnect solutions with headquarter in
Berlin, Germany. We offer monolithically integrated semiconductor chips and transceivers for next
generation data centers that are manufactured by CMOS foundries and Asian based contract
manufacturers. The team consists of highly professional design engineers and managers with many
years of experience in bringing state of the art products to the market. As a Purchase Manager at
Sicoya, you will work in a highly international environment and dive into a unique challenge. You will
be responsible for the acquisition of new equipment, and raw material to ensure that operational and
program objectives of the company are met.

Start: a.s.a.p.
Your tasks:
- Manage vendor related contracts, e.g. negotiate terms and conditions of supply agreements
- Own the purchasing process of major capital investments
- Define a vendor selection process
- Continuously screen the market for new suppliers that will improve key performance
indicators of Sicoyas vendor base
- Keep an overview of operational raw material stock together with operations team
- Support product development projects by proposing new vendors, manage purchase of
engineering samples and ensure that new vendors meet Sicoya’s performance criteria
Required profile:
- Master’s degree in Electrical Engineering or Physics
- Good knowledge in the semiconductor and high speed communication industry
- Experience in optical communications is a plus
- Strong technical and verbal/written communication skills
- Must have a minimum of 3 years’ experience in relevant positions
- Team player that thrives in a dynamic working environment
- Professional working proficiency in English is mandatory & knowledge of German is an asset
- Willing to do frequent domestic and international travel
- Profound experience in procurement, logistics and operational management
What we offer:
- High degree of personal responsibility
- Exciting and varying tasks
- Ambitious internationally expanding team
- Various future carrier opportunities as you will be an early member of the growing
purchasing and logistic team
- Flexible working hours, free drinks and fruits
- Fascinating opportunity in an international high tech environment in Berlin

Are you interested in working with us? Then we may just be waiting to hear from you. Please
send us your CV and a motivation letter by email to: jobs@sicoya.com
Sicoya is an equal opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration
for employment without regard to gender, race, color, ethnicity, national origin, religion or
belief, sexual orientation, disability or age.

